
Year 6 2020 zoom meeting 4pm 

Tuesday 29th September

 The staff in Year 6.

 The weekly routine.

 Arriving and going home.

 Illness procedures.

 The learning for the Autumn term. 

 Weekly learning grids.

 Catch up curriculum

 How can we all help the children?



+
Year 6 staff



The weekly Year 6 Routine
 Arrive between 8.25am and 8.45am

 Classroom doors open from 8.25am

 It is important that children are on time to avoid disruption.

 Start the day with reading/spelling/arithmetic. New books 

sent home Monday collected back on Friday

 Break  and snack 10. 30

 Lunch 12.45

 Doors open for parent collection  from 3.10, Children with 

permission to walk home will leave at 3.30

 Please observe social distancing and any current 

government guidelines e.g. the wearing of masks.



Arriving and going home…

Very important that you still message via dojo or ring the 

school office if there is a change to any routine.

Huge part of our job is safeguarding all children so…

 we need to know who will be dropping off and collecting 

 if the children are arriving or being collected by someone 

different

 walking to and from school is a privilege that can be 

withdrawn by the school or by a parent.



+
Illness and Covid

procedures
We need to know..

The procedure is the same as before for recording an absence.

Ring the office if your child is unwell/ self isolating.





Year 6 time table

 Maths and English everyday

 Lots of reading.

 mindfulness activities

 Monday gardening-Will need 

wellies after October half term 

please

 P.E. Just need trainers.

 Praising assemblies on a 

Monday via zoom.

 Currently no singing

 No whole school assemblies

 No educational visits.

 No changing for P.E.

 Lunch in the classroom

 Individual class break and 

lunchtime





Year 6 Autumn Term learning…

Antarctica

See the weekly planning grid on 

dojo.



Weekly planning grid.



Knowledge organisers for 

Geography and science 



How are we helping with lost 

learning?.

In school:

Children have already been 

assessed in reading and maths

Extra reading during the day. .

Curriculum adapted to address 

the gaps and needs of the 

class.

Teachers planning activities 

to build in time to practice 

skills and cover the lost 

skills. 



What can you as parents do to 

help?

Hear your child read every 

evening and record in the 

reading diaries.

Message me with what I.T. you 

have at home e.g. just an i

phone. I phone and tablet, 

phone tablet and laptop etc. 

Make them go on T.T. rockstars. 

We have lost our speed and 

accuracy with times tables.

Use class dojo to look at the 
weekly learning grid on a 
Monday. If your child is 
having to self isolate or we 
need to close the bubble this 
will be that starting point/ 
basis for home learning 
which I can then add to.

Keep me informed of any 
problems, issues or 
successes your child is 
having.



High schools

Autumn term: Letters for parent selection are sent out.
Please fill in your application form for the school choice for your child.
Please return these to Wakefield admissions.  

Outwood are constructing a website page instead of hosting an Open 
Evening so you can take a virtual tour of the site. 

Minsthorpe are doing a virtual tour going live on 8th October. 

Please check the website pages for more information. 



The SATs

Formal assessments in the week commencing

Monday 10th May 2021

Monday 10th May: Spelling and Grammar 1 hour

Tuesday 11th  May:  Reading 1 hour. 

Wednesday 12th May: Arithmetic paper 30 minutes
Reasoning paper 1 45 minutes

Thursday 13th May: Reasoning Paper 2 45 minutes.

No assessment on Friday 14th May. 



Spelling, Punctuation and 

Grammar

• The grammar, punctuation and spelling test consists of two parts: a grammar and 
punctuation paper requiring short answers, lasting 45 minutes, and an aural spelling 
test of 20 words, lasting around 15 minutes.

• The grammar and punctuation test will include two sub-types of questions:
• Selected response, e.g. ‘Identify the adjectives in the sentence below’
• Constructed response, e.g. ‘Correct/complete/rewrite the sentence below,’ or, ‘The 

sentence below has an apostrophe missing. Explain why it needs an apostrophe.’



Reading

• The reading test is a single paper with questions based on three passages of text. Your 
child will have one hour, including reading time, to complete the test.

• There will be a selection of question types, including:
• Ranking/ordering, e.g. ‘Number the events below to show the order in which they 

happen in the story’
• Labelling, e.g. ‘Label the text to show the title of the story’
• Find and copy, e.g. ‘Find and copy one word that suggests what the weather is like in the 

story’
• Short constructed response, e.g. ‘What does the bear eat?’
• Open-ended response, e.g. ‘Look at the sentence that begins Once upon a time. How does 

the writer increase the tension throughout this paragraph? Explain fully, referring to the 
text in your answer.’

• In 2018 the Department for Education announced that the reading content of the KS2 
SATs will be more closely linked to the curriculum in future to ensure children are 
drawing on their knowledge when answering reading comprehension questions.



Maths

• The maths test is a made up of 3 papers:

• Paper 1: arithmetic- old fashioned maths. 

• Paper 2 and 3- reasoning. Maths problems.
• The content covers lots of different types of maths e.g. time, shape, angles, measures, 

symmetry, money.
• It is not just Year 6 work.  This is because it is an end of Key stage assessment work done 

in Years, 3 ,4 and 5 will be on the papers e.g. Roman numerals, angles in a turn, 
properties of shape.

• All the papers have the same number of marks.



How are the tests marked?

• The SATS are sent away to be marked. In July we get the scores back.

• The expected standard for each test is a scaled score of 100 or more. If a child is 
awarded a scaled score of 99 or less they won't have achieved the expected standard in 
the test.

• You will be given your child’s scaled score and whether they have reached the expected 
standard set by the Department for Education (‘NS’ means that the expected standard 
was not achieved and ‘AS’ means the expected standard was achieved). 

• The range of scaled scores available for each KS2 test is:
• •80 (the lowest scaled score that can be awarded)
• •120 (the highest scaled score)
• Children achieving over 110 are awarded the greater depth standard.

• The Department for Education expects at least 65 per cent of children to reach the 
expected standard (the figure was initially 85 per cent but has been revised).



How to help

• Send your child to school everyday.
• Please don’t book a holiday during SAT week.
• Talk about them. They are not going to go away.
• Let me do the worrying!
• If you need any help or support then ask.

We have also bought each child some revision books to use within school (normally we 
use these at home and in Booster classes). 

This week I will send out a letter to ask for permission for your child to stay for Booster 
lessons after school 3.30-4.30. Please can I have a reply as soon as this goes out. 
I will not ask all children at once due to room and available adults, but all children will 
have access to Booster either in the day or after school. This may be at different times in 
the year. 
Thank you. 



Message me with any 

questions you have or 

concerns.

Stay safe and thank you.


